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For the second edition of The Design Showcase, design-conscious retailers around 
the country once again swathed their stores in the colours closest to our hearts—red 

and white, but this time gave it that all-important Indian twist. While every single 
presentation was special, here is ’s choice of the 10 best displays

Colour 
Connection
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The Pure ConceptMUMBAI

ABOUT THE LOOK: The Pure Concept turned 

to tradition for inspiration, which it found in 

every young girl’s room—a dressing ‘talika’, or a 

traditional dressing table. The result was a space 

with red and white fabrics, deep-dyed sheer linen 

drapes, white linen with red embroideries. They 

were perfect accents for a dressing room with 

terracotta, with its natural reddish orange hue, 

a red Jaipuri skirt, a mirror, bangles and fl owers. 

The fi nal look was a modern twist to tradition.   

GM Syntex Pvt Ltd, Wazir Glass Works Lane, JB Nagar, 

Andheri-Kurla Road, Andheri (E); 022-61559898



ABOUT THE LOOK: The inspiration for this 
display was simplicity with a traditional 
backdrop; the scaffolding was to bring out the 
‘work-in-progress’ concept of a developing 
nation. The tableau was given a modern touch 
through the store’s ode to AD, in the form of the 
AD chair.

Grants Building, 1st, 2nd & 3rd fl oors, 17 Arthur Bunder 
Road, Colaba (Near Radio Club); 022 22819880/1/2

Bungalow 8
MUMBAI

ABOUT THE LOOK: This display toned down the vibrant red-and-
white combination for an interior theme. The main furniture pieces 
were white, while the smaller pieces were given a red lacquer coating. 

G-11 Laxmi Woollen Estate, Shakti Mill Lane, Off Dr E Moses Road, 
Mahalaxmi; 022-66662641/42 

Red Blue & Yellow
MUMBAI



ABOUT THE LOOK: While the colour white 
is already a predominant colour used by the brand, 
Bandit Queen decided to use red as a prop, by 
fi lling in a red-coloured ‘rangoli’ in silver thalis/
plates over the table. India was the inspiration 
behind the decor; the red clearly refl ecting that. 

Bandit Queen Store at Le Mill, 17–25 Nandlal Jani Road, 
Next to Wadi Bunder, New Railway Bridge, Wadi Bunder; 
022-23742415, 022-23742417

ABOUT THE LOOK: While the colour white 
is already a predominant colour used by the brand, 
Bandit Queen decided to use red as a prop, by 
is already a predominant colour used by the brand, 
Bandit Queen decided to use red as a prop, by 
is already a predominant colour used by the brand, 

Bandit Queen
MUMBAI

ABOUT THE LOOK: The ecology, the lotus and 
the brand’s vision for custom-made furniture design 
infl uenced this display. Colonial Collection created 
an abstract arrangement of recycled old drawers 
against a patterned wall. A white-fi nished chair 
frame balanced the space as did the fl oating white 
paper lotus-shaped cut-outs.

Trafford House, 6 Ghanshyam Talwalkar Marg, Opp 
Cathedral High School, Fort; 022-22090129

Colonial Collection
MUMBAI
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ABOUT THE LOOK: Poltrona Frau combined diverse pieces from the 
store, and India-inspired accessories, to create a visually appealing display. 
Red and white were a striking contrast highlighting the products in the 
showroom. Accentuated by subtle ethnic accessories, the predominant mood 
was classic-contemporary, evidenced in iconic products, like the Kuramata 
revolving cabinet blending in the ensemble display of white.

Poltrona Frau Group Design Center, ITTS House, 28 K Dubash Marg, 
Kala Ghoda; 022-66153334

Poltrona Frau
MUMBAI



About the Look: AD’s brief led the lifestyle brand 
to find inspiration in the bridal colours that dominate 
India and the West—red and white. the display space 
was embellished with accessories and furnishings that 
combined the opulence of ethnic red and the classic 
fluidity of white. hence, while the white and silver leaf 
console and elegant contours of the white vases bring to 
mind the classical grace of a wedding gown, the reflected 
red kashmiri carpet is evocative of traditional finery. the 
Chesterfield sofa was the centrepiece in this picture. the 
black-and-white background is relieved by the red 
zardozi cushions and the kashmiri carpet.

Tarun Vadehra Showroom, D-40 Defence Colony; 011-24694660

Tarun Vadhera
Delhi
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About the Look: For the luxe linen brand, white offered a 
contrast in the background to offset the red. the red-and-white 
theme translated into a space dressed up with cushions, a red 
bedspread and fresh red roses. the antique sewing machine was 
spray painted white and a pyramid was created out of red and 
white wooden chairs.

16, 1st Floor, Khan Market; 011-43521824

Sarita Handa
Delhi

About the Look: the furniture store had stumbled 

upon the red-and-white concept before AD’s brief gave the 

store the opportunity to create something out of its vision. 

the result was a display of red and white elements to create 

a striking contrast. the red canvas was a perfect foil for Zoe 

C Modgill’s mixed-media artwork, the Alibaba bowl, the 

mango wood table, and acrylic-panelled jaali cupboard. 

F 322A Adarsh house, Lado Sarai; 011-26653968/69

MuMbai

Hidden Gallery

The Purple Turtles
bengaluru

About the Look: “We mixed a range of coloured 
blown glass along with teak mirrors and Indian accessories,” 
says founder-owner, Raadeesh R Shetty, who chose to create 
something “that is a reflection of us and AD, hence we 
worked on an Indian contemporary look”.

#128, 1st Main, Domlur 2nd Stage; 080-41528039
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